
From: Eric Holle
To: Julie Cozzi
Subject: Fw: Re: S2,S3,AH4 were not unanimous
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2016 10:01:24 AM

HI Julie,

I'm sending the following thread between Ron Jackson and I to see if you can pursue his suggestion.

Eric Holle

--- On Sat, 12/10/16, Ron Jackson <rjackson@haines.ak.us> wrote:

> From: Ron Jackson <rjackson@haines.ak.us>
> Subject: Re: S2,S3,AH4 were not unanimous
> To: "Eric Holle" <banjorebop@yahoo.com>
> Date: Saturday, December 10, 2016, 8:56 AM
> Hi Eric.  You bring up a
> valid point.  Also, Lori Smith is bringing up a similar
> point.
> It would be good to get this to julie
> so the assembly so it will be in our packet.  There may be
> something that can be done to resolve the issues brought up
> by you both.
>
> Ron Jackson
> Haines Borough Assembly
> 907-314-2046
>
> >
> On Dec 9, 2016, at 11:27 AM, Eric Holle <banjorebop@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi Bill
> and Ron,
> >
> > It
> appears to me that between the deliberations of the map
> committee, what was forwarded to the manager, and the
> manager's recommendation, there was a bit of a
> disconnect. The "unanimous" decisions regarding S2
> and S3 were contingent upon further review of these areas
> with direct input from ADF&G. This did not happen. The
> areas should not be recommended.
> >
> > Similarly, with AH4, the original proposal
> was shrunken but a landing zone that was over 1500 meters
> from known winter goat sites was not clearly established.
> Sean Brownell was supposed to further adjust his boundaries
> while conferring with ADF&G. To the best of my
> knowledge, this did not occur.
> >
> > Thank you,
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